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Description 
The data grid in TMS has a variety of tools allowing users to view their data in the way which 
best suits their business and personal preferences. This document will review some of these 
options, including grouping, sorting, filtering, and pinning. 
  
The grouping function is available on the following screens in TMS: Nomination Maintenance, 
Nomination Reconciliation, Nomination Quantities by Cycle, Confirmation Maintenance, 
Confirmation Summary, Location Reconciliation, Scheduled Quantities, Scheduled Quantities 
Month to Date, Scheduled Quantities By (Service Requester/Operator), Storage Contract 
Balance, Storage Netting Activity, Storage Information and Zone Percentage Screen. 
 
Grouping 

1. To group, find the column heading you want to group by, select the column, and drag and 
drop it into the Drag and Drop bar. For example, if you want to group by Cycle, hover 
your mouse over the column Cycle, left click and hold, then drag the mouse upwards into 
the Drag and Drop bar.  

2. Above the column headings on the left side of the screen you will see the name of the 
column the grid is grouped by in the Drag and Drop bar (Figure 1).  

Figure 1. Grouping 

 

3. To expand the grouping within the grid there are two methods.  
a. The first method can be used to expand a specific grid row by selecting the + 

next to the label in the grid row within the Group column (Figure 2). 

Figure 2. Single Grid Row Expand  

 

b. The second method can be used to expand or collapse all groupings at once. 

Select the Column Header Menu  and select Expand All or Collapse 
All (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Expand All and Collapse All 

 

4. The user also has the ability to sub-group after a grouping has already been applied. 
5. To sub-group, the user will perform the same steps as grouping by selecting a column 

header, dragging and dropping the column header into the Drag and Drop bar behind the 
column header that is already grouped. This will create a sub-group (Figure 4). 

Figure 4. Sub-Grouping 

 

6. To rearrange the groupings, drag and slide in front or behind the columns that are also 
being grouped. 

7. To remove the grouping, either click on the X within the grouped label in the Drag and 

Drop bar or select  above the grid. By selecting reset the grid will return to its default 
state. 

 

Sorting 

Every column in the grid can be sorted and all the grids within the application have a default 
sorting option which varies from screen to screen (Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. Default Sorting Column Order 

 
1. To sort a column, click on the column header you wish to sort by and an arrow will 

appear. The arrow highlights that the column is being sorted by ascending or descending 
order (Figure 6). 

Figure 6. Ascending and Descending Order 

 
 

2. Once a column is sorted you can multi-sort by selecting CTRL on the keyboard and 
clicking on the second column you wish to sort. This will now create two columns to sort 
by and a number will appear in each column header to distinguish the sort order (Figure 
7). 

Figure 7. Multi-Sort

 

3. To remove sorting select  above the grid. By selecting reset the grid will return to 
its default state. 
 

Column Header Menu/Hamburger Icon 

Each column heading has a Column Header Menu option  which appears when a 
user hovers its mouse in the column heading. By clicking on the Column Header Menu icon 
the menu opens and there are three menu options (Figure 8).  

Figure 8. Column Header Menu 
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Pinning and Auto-sizing 

The first icon provides the options to pin or auto-size columns. 

1. To pin a column, open the Column Header Menu and hover over Pin Column. A window 
will open to the right of the menu that will provide the option to pin to the left or right of 
the grid.  

2. To auto-size a column or columns open the Column Header Menu and select either Auto-
size This Column or Auto-size All Columns.  

3. To remove the pinning or auto-sizing select  above the grid. By selecting reset the 
grid will return to its default state. 

 
Filtering 

The second icon provides the option to filter the data (Figure 9). 
1. To Filter open the Column Header Menu and select the second icon. The filtering option 

will open.  
2. If there are a variety of values within the filter tab you can use the Search option to quickly 

find the value you are wishing to filter.  

Figure 9. Filter 

 

3.  To remove the filtering select  above the grid. By selecting reset the grid will 
return to its default state. 
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Hide/Show columns 

The third icon provides the option to hide and show columns.  
1. To hide and show columns open the Column Header Menu and select the third icon. The 

Hide and Show columns option will open (Figure 10). 

Figure 10. Hide and Show Columns 

 

2. To show columns that were hidden select  above the grid. By selecting reset the 
grid will return to its default state. 
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